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Slight production growth during the last 2012 months
Cofemo industrie have been experiencing a positive trend since early 2012.
The budget data show a slight increase  compared to 2011  and the last  months of 

2012  saw a rise in  order intake.
This was achieved thanks to the  success of the new tools and  products exhibited at 

the Orgatec show, where they were appreciated for both quality and innovation, which 
always distinguish Cofemo Industrie production.

Certification ISO 14001
Within the environmental policy that Cofemo is pursuing, we can officially an-

nounce that the certification ISO14001 has been obtained. This new step follows the 
AIA certificate already obtained last year. This important acknowledgment is the result 
of a continuos improvement job in the last years, both in the monitoring of the main 
parameters of environmental impact and their optimization. Particularly the industrial 
water loop is now closed with full reduction of thermic energy and recirculation of 
water for industrial processes, the energy consumption of the transformation processes 
of the products has been reduced thanks to new investments in the machinery and the 
smoke and dust filtering and reduction has been completely renewd to the state of the 
art. Cofemo keeps going with this policy involving also subcontractors. From today 
products and processes of Cofemo brings to its customers another added value of in-
ternational certification of environmental excellence.

Sense - a new mechanism
SENSE is the  new weight sensitive mechanism of Cofemo Industrie. It is a weight 

activated control conceived and designed  to offer a confortble seating without any 
adjustment.

SENSE has an essential design, is customizable and  compact (79 mm from the 
cone to top of the fixing plate) and offers 5 different back inclinations ( 21° max) in 
addition to the fixed upright position.

SENSE complys with the BIFMA and EN standards.

Plastic injection plant

The new in house plastic thermo-injection plant offered by Cofemo Industrie is hi-
ghly appreciated by our customers thanks to the very good design and quality  level 
offered for  both large and complex components. 

Best wishes!

Everyone at Cofemo Industrie would like to wish you all a Merry Christmas, and a 
prosperous and successful Happy New Year for 2013.
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